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2016 MGPV Division Early Career Award to John M. Cottle 
 
John M. Cottle, Department of Earth Science & Earth Research 
Institute, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA, United 
States is the 2016 Early Career Awardee. The award will be 
presented during the 2016 GSA Annual Meeting, Denver, CO. 
 
Dr. Cottle was selected because of the broad range and high 
degree of innovation demonstrated by his published research and 
by his impressive mix of field and laboratory research.  Dr. Cottle 

has also helped to develop new analytical tools and then apply them to key field-based 
problems. In his relatively young career, he has already influenced a generation of 
geoscientists. 
 
Dr. Cottle is a leader in the development of novel laser ablation inductively coupled mass 
spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) measurements and their application to tectonic questions 
related to convergent orogens. This is unusual in that most pioneers of new mass-
spectrometry techniques are laboratory based, and most workers at the forefront of 
tectonics are field based; John combines both to an impressive degree. Novel Mass-
Spectrometry Techniques LA-ICP-MS have revolutionized geochemical data collection 
over the last decade or so by enabling subgrain sampling of isotopic ratios and elemental 
abundances.  Cottle has been at the forefront in this area by pioneering three 
breakthrough measurement methods. 
 
Currently, most U-Pb and Th-Pb laser-ablation analyses use 20-30 seconds of lasing - 
typically 80-200 pulses - to ablate a 5-10 μm deep hole. Cottle’s single-pulse laser 
ablation chronology instead uses a single laser pulse. This has two key advantages: it 
dramatically increases sample throughput, enabling very large numbers of grains to be 
dated, and it uses only ~1% of the mineral. The breakthrough behind this advance lies in 
integrating the entire peak shape, rather than measuring just peak height. Cottle’s 
groundbreaking paper describing this novel approach was awarded the New Wave 
Research Laser Ablation Prize for “the most original and novel work using laser ablation 
in analytical chemistry.”  
 
Subsequently John and hjis colleagues extended this method to single-pulse depth-
profiling of zircon, monazite, titanite and rutile. Conventional laser-ablation depth profiling 
is based on 20-30 seconds of continuous ablation, leading to smearing of the profile and 
an inability to precisely quantify steps or reversals in mineral zoning.   Cottle’s pioneering 
method provides two orders of magnitude increase in resolution by analyzing each 50-
100 nm thick layer of crystal individually. 
 
Cottle was also instrumental in the development of laser ablation split-stream 
petrochronology. This new technique uses two ICP mass spectrometers for simultaneous 
measurement of a laser stream, enabling simultaneous isotope-isotope or isotope-

 



element measurements. This breakthrough came from the realization that flow of particles 
into the two spectrometers could be controlled quite effectively by modulating the carrier 
gas flow and thationization efficiency of the coupled mass spectrometers is only slightly 
reduced. This method is exploding in usage. Most popular is the simultaneous 
measurement of U/Th-Pb dates and petrologically informative elements like Ti, Zr, REE, 
etc. from the same mineral volume to allow dates to be tied closely to petrologic 
processes. More specialized applications include simultaneous U/Th-Pb dates and Nd or 
Hf isotopic ratios from the same spot in a crystal. 
 
Cottle’s process-oriented research focuses on rare-earth-element mineralization, alkaline 
magmatism in arcs, and the major processes responsible for the formation of 
contractional orogenic belts. He combines field and laboratory structural and petrological 
measurements very effectively with petrochronologicaly techniques outlined above. For 
example, his work in the Himalaya quantitatively evaluates competing geodynamic 
models and explores the dynamic feedbacks among metamorphism, melting and 
deformation. He has made important contributions on the evolution of orogen-parallel 
domes in southern Tibet, providing the first insight into the response of the mid- to lower-
crust during a major tectonic switch from south-directed material flow to east-west 
extension.  This finding attracted much attention in the Himalayan tectonics community, 
resulting in four other research groups working on this region as a result.  An important 
discovery is that evolution of the Himalayan orogen can be split into three distinct phases: 
early microcontinent subduction and exhumation, mid-stage thickening of the orogenic 
core, and late-stage extrusion of the high-grade core.  Cottle’s work on the South Tibetan 
Detachment system received an Elsevier “Most Cited Paper 2005–2010” award. 
 
Cottle received his D.Phil. from the University of Oxford in 2008, following an M.Sc. and 
B.Sc. from the University of Otago. He has won an impressive number of awards, 
including the Antarctic Service Medal; Hellman Foundation award; Top-50 most cited 
Journal of Structural Geology articles for 2005–2010; New Wave Laser Ablation 
Development prize; Tony Carswell prize of the Metamorphic Studies Group; Shell Award 
of the Tectonic Studies Group; Mike Coward award of the Tectonic Studies Group; Bright 
Future Top Achiever Doctoral Scholarship; Best Poster at the Antarctica New Zealand 
Annual Conference; and Best Student Poster from the New Zealand Geological Society. 
Cottle’s research has been supported by $3.5M in research funds from the NSF and 
USGS. Cottle has taught undergraduate and graduate classes in 
Geochronology/Thermodynamics, Plate Tectonics, Optical Mineralogy, Analytical 
Methods, and Mass Spectrometry. He has supervised six undergraduate theses, two MS 
students, two PhD students, and one postdoctoral scholar; he currently mentors another 
two MS students, four PhD students, and two postdoctoral scholars. He has been active 
in professional, university, and public service. Professional service includes convening 
short courses at Curtin University, a GSA National Meeting and an AGU Fall Meeting; an 
Associate Editorship at Tectonics; serving twice on NSF panels; and reviewing 
manuscripts for 20(!) different journals. Public service features science-teacher education 
sessions at local schools, providing content to the Summer Institute for California 
Science, contributing scientific and logistical expertise to the Antarctic Students on Ice 



program, and appearing in BBC’s Educational Media Production: “Tree of Life-Exploring 
the Origins of Darwin’s Great Idea”. 
 


